Nobility Vinyl Fencing

Designed to Last — Beginning with Better Materials
Nobility Fence is committed to providing homeowners with low maintenance fencing solutions that incorporate proven high quality materials that are produced with the latest manufacturing technologies.

We distribute our products through professional, qualified dealers that will work with you to design and complete your fencing project.

**THE NOBILITY DIFFERENCE**

- Precision engineered for high performance
- High quality raw materials made in America with 100% vinyl PVC
- State-of-the-art manufacturing process
- Innovative gate design that does not require additional bracing
- Transferable limited lifetime warranty — one of the best in the industry

*Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!*
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WOOD GRAIN

Nobility’ Fence’s Wood Grain patterns — in Cypress or Natural colors — allow you to get the natural look of wood with the endurance of vinyl.

Our innovative color streaking that occurs during manufacturing creates a natural wood pattern that differs on each board — creating the look of real wood.

Our Wood Grain Solid Privacy is available in 6’ and 8’ wide panels with 1¾” x 5½” rails and matching walk and drive gates.

THE WINDSOR

PEACE OF MIND

The Windsor provides a smooth clean look and is designed to be sturdy and seclusive — with no gaps in the fence boards. Featuring SecureLok Technology, this 1¾” x 7” rail provides additional stability and weight distribution that prevents sagging. The Windsor is available in 4 styles and 3 colors — white, tan and khaki.
You have the house and the yard, now continue the American Dream with a picket fence surrounding your home. Three timeless designs — available in 3 colors — add beauty and security to your property.

Nobility’s picket fence styles are a low-maintenance and durable fencing solution. Our through-the-rail picket design creates a “good neighbor” fence that is equally attractive on both sides.

Traditional Dogear and Spade Picket panels feature 3” pickets and 2 7/8” picket spacing, while Classic Picket panels feature 1½” square pickets with 2” picket spacing.
Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!
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TRADITIONAL DOGEAR
3” Pickets
27/8” Spacing

TRADITIONAL SPADE
3” Pickets
27/8” Spacing

CLASSIC PICKET
1½” Square Pickets
2” Spacing

POST TOPS
Complete your fence project with one of our decorative post tops in colors to match your fence.*

Traditional Dogear Picket — White

Classic Picket

Classic Scallop Picket

Pyramid Post Top
Internal Post Top
Contemporary Post Top
New England Post Top
Solar Post Top
Gothic Post Top

* Cypress and Natural Wood Grain only available in Pyramid and New England styles.
SEMI-PRIVACY

The perfect balance between openness and solitude, our semi-privacy vinyl fences shield you from the outside world while allowing air to continue to flow between the fence boards.

You can still catch a cool breeze with the spaced board design as it allows steady air circulation.

The Edinburgh and Nottingham panels feature a 6” board while the Dover features a 3” board. As with our other styles, all semi-privacy panels are designed for safety, security and long-lasting durability.

Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!
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POOL Picket

When safety is your primary concern, style is often an afterthought. With our closed top picket fencing, you can have both! Sleek and stylish, all of our closed-top systems meet or exceed building and pool code regulations, creating a safe and stylish boundary around your pool and yard. Available in 3 styles and 3 colors.

Our Duke 2 and 3 Rail panels feature 1½” pickets for higher visibility through the fence while the Dutchess 2 Rail offers wider 3” pickets for greater privacy.

POOL CODE

Many privacy, semi-privacy and picket fence styles are pool code approved and meet national building standards pool code regulations, depending on height.

Get the peace-of-mind that comes with knowing your pool access is properly protected.

Please note that pool codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.

Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!
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EQUESTRIAN

Nobility’s Equestrian fencing is the perfect choice to help define your yard, contain your garden area or wrangle in the wide open space on your property. The Equestrian series offers a routed assembly system, giving your fence a nearly flawless appearance. It’s also the perfect solution for commercial use in housing developments and recreation areas.

Choose from 2, 3 and 4 Rail panels or Crossbuck style. Available in 2 colors and 2 widths —8’ and 16’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>TAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5” x 5” posts

1½” x 5½” rails

8’ width

Crossbuck Equestrian — White

3 Rail Equestrian — Tan

3 Rail Equestrian — White

2 Rail Equestrian — White
GATES
SLEEK & STRONG THROUGH PRECISION ENGINEERING

Our innovative vinyl gate design is featured throughout our entire product line — offering homeowners strength and style! Matching gate styles are available for all panel styles, colors and sizes.

Rails are double reinforced in pocket with vinyl fence cement and 6" self-tapping screws. Nobility Fence gates feature a pocket design technology that:

• Will not sag! Our gates are comparable to — or stronger than — a metal frame without the additional weight that causes sagging.
• Does not require a diagonal cross brace. Our gates stay square without the need for additional bracing.
• Includes premium quality Boerboel® self-closing hinges, gate stop and latch plate.

PREMIUM HARDWARE
ENDURING CONSTRUCTION

No fence is complete without the proper hardware to make sure gates stay closed and your property remains secured. Nobility Fencing proudly offers Boerboel® premium hardware.

We offer a locking pool latch for added security around pools (available in both standard and compact sizes).

Our 1- or 2-sided key access locking latch features easy push button access and our heavy duty gate latch can be locked on both sides with a padlock.*

* Latches need to be purchased separately.

Contact us for a free home consultation and quote!
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TRANSFERABLE LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY — VINYL FENCING

WHO IS COVERED:
• The limited lifetime warranty covers single-family residential properties only. This limited warranty extends to the original purchaser and one (1) individual transferee as specified herein.
• A thirty (30) year limited warranty covers any other type of building or property including those owned by corporations, governmental agencies, partnerships, trusts, religious organizations, schools, condominiums, homeowner associations, cooperative housing arrangements and apartment buildings. The warranty period will be thirty (30) years following the original date of Product purchase.

WHAT IS COVERED: Nobility Fence warrants that its vinyl fencing products (“Product”) will be free from defects in material and workmanship for the warranty period. This limited warranty is valid beginning on the date of Product purchase.

Nobility Fence warrants the Product against peeling, flaking, rotting, chipping, cracking, blistering, or abnormal discoloration/fading* under normal atmosphere and weather conditions.

*After prolonged exposure to outdoor environments, all products will experience some gradual fading over time and is considered normal (up to a standard variation determined by Delta E color measurement, not to exceed Delta 5). Degrees of fading vary depending on geographical location, air pollution, exposure and other factors.

WHAT THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER: This limited warranty will not cover a change in color due to a buildup of accumulation of stains, dirt, mold, mildew or any other deficiency caused by lack of any maintenance by the owner. This limited warranty does not cover damage resulting from: misuse, abuse, improper storage or handling, improper installation, other vinyl products and accessories not manufactured by Nobility Fence, or manufactured for specific use in vinyl fence applications; impact of foreign objects, fire, earthquake, flood, lighting, hail, hurricane, tornado or other casualty or act of God; movements, distortion, collapse or settling of ground or structure on which the fence is installed; distortion or melting due to external heat sources; fence that has been painted, varnished, or coated over manufacturer’s finish. This limited warranty does not cover costs of removal or disposal of product, or reinstallation of replacement product.

WHAT NOBILITY FENCE DOES TO REMEDY THE PROBLEM: Should your Nobility Fence product prove defective under warranty, visit the website or call the phone number listed below. Nobility Fence requires written notice or phone call within thirty (30) days of discovering the defect and you must show original proof of purchase receipt. You will be required to provide to Nobility Fence pictures and/or samples of the defective Product. If it is determined by Nobility Fence, in its sole discretion, the Product has a manufacturer defect in material or workmanship, Nobility Fence will replace or repair with new or equivalent products; labor is not included in warranty. If the Product is discontinued, Nobility Fence will repair or replace the Product with a product in comparable quality or price range.

Nobility Fence reserves the right to discontinue or modify any of its products, including the color of its products without notice to the purchaser. Nobility Fence does not warrant that any replacement material will match or be identical to the original Product as replacement products may vary in color or gloss in comparison to the original Product as a result of normal weathering.

TRANSFEREE COVERAGE: Limited lifetime warranty coverage will be extended to one (1) transferee with the following limitations: the one (1) transfer shall only be from residential homeowner (original Product purchaser) to a second homeowner. After a transfer, the warranty is valid thirty (30) years from the date of the original purchase.

The thirty (30) year limited warranty for commercial installations cannot be transferred.

REGISTRATION: To activate this warranty, fill out the product registration form on the website listed below. Registration of Product must be within thirty (30) days from date of Product purchase for warranty to be valid.

Except as expressly set forth in this warranty, Nobility Fence HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, PROMISE, GUARANTEE OR OTHER ASSURANCE OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ORAL OR WRITTEN, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, RELATING TO THE PRODUCT. STATE LAW WILL DETERMINE THE PERIOD OF TIME FOLLOWING THE SALE THAT YOU MAY SEEK A REMEDY UNDER THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

NO DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER OR OTHER PERSON IS AUTHORIZED BY NOBILITY FENCE TO CHANGE THIS WARRANTY OR TO MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, PROMISE, GUARANTEE OR OTHER ASSURANCE ON BEHALF OF NOBILITY FENCE RELATING TO THE PRODUCT. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY STATE TO STATE.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: THE REMEDIES DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES AND NOBILITY FENCE’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR ANY BREACH OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. NOBILITY FENCE’S LIABILITY SHALL UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES EXCEED THE ACTUAL AMOUNT PAID BY YOU FOR THE DEFECTIVE PRODUCT, NOR SHALL NOBILITY FENCE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OR LOSSES, WHETHER DIRECT OR INDIRECT. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

THIS WARRANTY IS VALID ONLY IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

This warranty can also be found online at NobilityFence.com or by calling 724-981-6054.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY — BOERBOEL® GATE SOLUTIONS/HARDWARE

WHO IS COVERED: The limited lifetime warranty covers residential and commercial properties. This limited warranty extends to the original purchaser and one (1) transferee as specified herein.

WHAT IS COVERED: Nobility Fence warrants that its hardware products (“Product”) will be free from defects in design, material and workmanship for the warranty period. This limited warranty is valid beginning on the date of Product purchase.

WHAT THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER: This limited warranty will not cover normal wear and tear; failure to follow any procedures specified or recommended by Nobility Fence for the installation, operation and maintenance of the Product; any act or circumstance beyond Nobility Fence’s control including tampering, unauthorized repairs, misuse, abnormal use, abuse, accident, damage after delivery to the consumer, damage caused by events beyond human control including but not limited to damage caused by animals or natural events, surface tarnishing and/or damage to components caused by corrosion or other environmental conditions; any defect of or in any framework or material supporting the Product; faulty workmanship of any person other than Nobility Fence, including the installer of the Product. This limited warranty does not cover costs of removal or disposal of product, or reinstatement of replacement product. Any service provided outside the scope of this limited warranty shall be at Nobility Fence’s standard rate and terms then in effect.

WHAT NOBILITY FENCE DOES TO REMEDY THE PROBLEM:

- Nobility Fence reserves the right to discontinue or modify any of its products, including the color of its products without notice to the purchaser. Nobility Fence does not warrant that any replacement material will match or be identical to the original Product as replacement products may vary in color or gloss in comparison to the original Product as a result of normal weathering.

- Except as expressly set forth in this warranty, Nobility Fence HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, PROMISE, GUARANTEE OR OTHER ASSURANCE OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ORAL OR WRITTEN, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, RELATING TO THE PRODUCT. STATE LAW WILL DETERMINE THE PERIOD OF TIME FOLLOWING THE SALE THAT YOU MAY SEEK A REMEDY UNDER THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

- NO DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER OR OTHER PERSON IS AUTHORIZED BY NOBILITY FENCE TO CHANGE THIS WARRANTY OR TO MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATION, WARRANTY, PROMISE, GUARANTEE OR OTHER ASSURANCE ON BEHALF OF NOBILITY FENCE RELATING TO THE PRODUCT. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY STATE TO STATE.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: THE REMEDIES DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES AND NOBILITY FENCE’S ENTIRE LIABILITY FOR ANY BREACH OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. NOBILITY FENCE’S LIABILITY SHALL UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES EXCEED THE ACTUAL AMOUNT PAID BY YOU FOR THE DEFECTIVE PRODUCT, NOR SHALL NOBILITY FENCE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OR LOSSES, WHETHER DIRECT OR INDIRECT. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

THIS WARRANTY IS VALID ONLY IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

This warranty can also be found online at NobilityFence.com or by calling 724-981-6054.